Host Tim says:
Having sent an away team to the U.S.S. Gnu.  Shortly there after a near by subspace fissure opened once a signal had been sent from Lt. So`Quon's symbiont. Quon collapsed when the Dublin neared the Gnu and was sent to sickbay. There is no crew aboard the Gnu and no explanation as to what has happened to them. The subspace fissure is growing larger as are the graviton emissions.

Host Tim says:
<<<Resume Mission; Finders of Lost Children, episode 2>>>

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
:: at the helm trying to keep a secure lock on the away team :: CO: Lock still fine sir. :: looks over at the science display and traces the graviton patterns as best she can ::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
::on the Dublin's bridge:: FCO:  What the heck is that, anyway?  What's causing it?

Host Tim says:
ACTION: THE DUBLIN IS BEING PULLED TOWARD THE FISSURE

CEO_Lt_Kell says:
@::on the Gnu looking over the engineering systems with his modified tricorder::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
CO: They're coming from that fissure, but I can't determine why yet. Oh and the Dublin is being pulled towards the fissure.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@::sitting in the Captain's chair on the Gnu going over the logs....looks up, alarmed::  All:  Status reports!  What's going on with the Dublin?!

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
::stands and heads to the Pit::  FCO:  Take us back!

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
@XO: The Dublin is being pulled to the fissure straight ahead.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
:: taps the helm controls :: CO: Reversing course sir.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
::stands behind the FCO's chair, gazing at the view screen::

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@ *CO*:  Should we reboard, sir?  What is the Dublin's status?

Host Tim says:
ACTION: THE FISSURE IS NOW 5 TIMES AS LARGE AS THE DUBLIN AND GNU COMBINED

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
CO: Captain, I can't pull away. It's like the more power I give the engines the harder the pull from the fissure.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
*XO*: Stand by, Commander.  The fissure is pulling us.

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
@XO: I'll try to give more power to the Gnu sensors. I am trying to know what it is.

CEO_Lt_Kell says:
@:: looks at the display panels :: XO: Commander, we are moving as well.


CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
::feels as the ship rocks::

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@CSO:  How much power are you using to counter affect this pull?

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
CO: Sensors show that a strong gravimetric  hold has swept over the Dublin and it's acting like a powerful tractor beam or sorts.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@CEO:  Any ideas how we can break from this pull?

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
@XO: Actually nothing. I didn't touch anything regarding the engines.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
FCO:  Full stop.  Engage tractor beam with reverse polarization, towards the fissure.  Let's see what happens.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
:: nods :: CO: Aye sir.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
::slightly scratches his chin::  FCO:  We cannot fight against it using impulse, so let's use gravitons.  ::watches::

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@CEO:  Mr. Kell, are we at full stop?  Can we use reverse impulse?

CEO_Lt_Kell says:
@XO: No commander, but it is possible that fighting the pull is how this ships warp drive was knocked off line

Host Tim says:
ACTION: AS THE DUBLIN COMES TO FULL STOP THE DUBLIN IS PULLED THROUGH THE FISSURE; GNU IS BEING PULLED AT AN INCREASED RATE AS IT WAS DEAD IN SPACE

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
::brings the ship to a full stop and engages the tractor beam with reverse polarization :: CO: Captain, the gravimetric sheer is interfering with the tractor beam emitter. I'm having problems compensating for it.

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
@XO: The Dublin.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
FCO:  Is that working?  ::observes the fissure growing on the view screen::

CEO_Lt_Kell says:
@XO: The generators are making power I can attempt to pull away at impulse

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@ CEO:  Shields aren't affecting it either?  CSO:  Are there any other ships in the vicinity?  Put out a distress call now!

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
@XO: They went trough the fissure.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
Self:  Damn it.  ::shakes head::  FCO:  Lower shields and bring the AT back, we'll try to warp out of here.

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
@XO: Yes, Commander.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
CO: Sorry sir, we've been pulled inside the fissure and the Gnu as well.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
*XO*:  Prepare to transport.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@CSO:  What other ships?

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
:: prepares to transport the away team back :: CO: Ready sir.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@*CO*:  Yes sir.  All:  We returning to the Dublin.  ::stands up::

CEO_Lt_Kell says:
@XO: Unknown what is affecting it commander, but it seems to draw in everything.

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
@::sending a distress call in all frequencies::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
FCO:  Energize.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@ CSO:  Good.  At least they will be warned off of this area.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
CO: I can't get a solid lock on the away team Captain. The graviton impulses are interfering with the transporters.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: BOTH THE DUBLIN AND THE GNU HAVE PASSED THROUGH THE FISSURE... THE DUBLIN IS NOW 50,000 KM FROM THE GNU

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
::listens to the FCO's report, turns and returns to his chair::

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
@XO: Shields up. ::setting the shields up::

CEO_Lt_Kell says:
@:: gets as many of the systems on line as possible::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
FCO:  Maximum power to inertial dampers.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
:: hangs onto her console to stabilize herself just in case ::

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
@XO: I am checking the ship integrity now.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
FCO:  I take there is no way to get us out of here using impulse, correct?

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@ ::realizes in the midst of the tense situation that the 'voices' are dimming::  *CO*:  Captain?  Are we coming over or not?


CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
@::checking for the ship integrity. Checking the same for the Dublin::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
CO: Inertial dampeners to maximum. :: shakes her head :: CO: No sir.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@::is feeling very anxious about getting back to the Dublin::

CEO_Lt_Kell says:
@XO: Commander the Gnu's systems are on line and at your disposal.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
*XO*:  We cannot bring you back now, Tessa.  The graviton field is interfering with the transporters.  I suggest you bring the Gnu systems online and try to warp out of here.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@::hears the power rev up and turns to Kell::  CEO:  Excellent!  Can you beam us back to the Dublin?

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
@XO: No warp, Commander.

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
@XO: I strong recommend that we do not use it.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@*CO*:  We have the systems on line.  But sir, I don't know about going into warp...

CEO_Lt_Kell says:
@XO: Negative the graviton field is blocking us as well.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: THE DUBLIN HAS COMPLETELY PASSED THROUGH THE FISSURE; THERE ARE NO STARS...

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@CSO:  What would warping do in this area with the graviton fields?  Would it act like a slingshot?

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
@XO: If we use the warp engines, we are going to be torn apart.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
*XO*:  Very well.  I believe we wouldn't be able to form the warp bubble anyway.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
CO: Sir, we're at maximum range for the transporters anyway. No way I'd even risk trying to get the away team now.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@*CO*: Our science officer is warning us off of warping to escape too.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
::looks at the view screen and sees virtually no stars::

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@ *CEO/CSO:  Are there shuttles in the bay?

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
FCO:  Agreed.  ::stands again::  FCO:  Scan the area.  Is that accurate?  ::points at the view screen::  FCO: No stars at all?


FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
:: looks up :: CO: I see that too. Trying to get the sensors to tell us where we are......hang on.

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
@::checking for the shuttlecrafts in the bay::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
*XO*:  Good.  Take the time to find out where we are and keep me posted.

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
@CEO: We are being pulled inside the fissure because we are using the impulse in reverse, right?

CEO_Lt_Kell says:
@::tries to keep the Gnu stable:: XO: The shuttles are aboard Commander.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
:: turns to face her husband :: CO: You're not going to believe this. We seem to be inside some sort of sphere almost one full light year in diameter.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: THE GNU HAS PASSED THROUGH THE FISSURE AND IS NOW INSIDE THE SAME SPHERE

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
@CEO: Maybe, if we accelerate towards the fissure, we are going to be pulled out of it.

CEO_Lt_Kell says:
@::tries to keep the ship stables as it passes into the fissure:: CSO: I do not know Ensign, perhaps because of the engines or just because of the fissure itself.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
CO: I have the Gnu on the sensors sir. She seems to be alight.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
::frowns::  FCO:  Amazing!  Can you have sensors reading through the sphere's boundaries?

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@CSO:  Try forward impulse...now.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
::walks towards the pit and stands aside the Helm::

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
@XO: Forward impulse, Commander.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@::looks at the view screen, then takes a double take::  CSO:  The stars?!

CEO_Lt_Kell says:
@:: brings the generators to full power for the impulse drive ::

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
@XO: We can see the Dublin now.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@CSO:  Where do our sensors tell us we are?  And are they detecting the Dublin?

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
FCO:  Full stop.   Is there anything out there, other than the Gnu?

CEO_Lt_Kell says:
@XO: We await your commands, Commander.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
:: reads the data scrolling across her screen :: CO: Can't penetrate through the shell sir, but inside she reads a perfect sphere composed of a highly stable graviton field.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@CEO:  Report....where are we moving?

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@CSO:  Is there nothing out there?

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
FCO:  Any sign of a generator, to be precisely?

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
@XO: Sensors are picking up something. A pair of gargantuan organics. They are blob-like. And flanking both ends of the fissure.

CEO_Lt_Kell says:
@XO: The gravitons from the fissure are pulling on us

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
@XO: I have no indication on the sensors about our location.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@::looks intently at the science officer::  CSO:  Organic...blobs?  Are they sentient?

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
CO: We are still at full stop. Scans show the Gnu and some gelatinous contacts.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
Duty TO:  Keep shields down until further notice.  Scan for any threats.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
FCO:  Gelatinous?  Life forms?

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
CO: Those blob things seem to be the source of the graviton emissions.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@CEO:  Come to full stop since we're not sure where... where anything is!

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
CO: Running scans now.

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
@XO: They are the cause of the graviton emissions, Commander. But I can not say what is causing the fissure yet.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: THE FISSURE HAS REMAINED OPEN PULLING IN TONS OF SPACE DEBRIS

CEO_Lt_Kell says:
@XO: Aye. :: tries to bring the ship to full stop::

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@~~~Blobs: Can you hear me?~~~  ::sends feelings of curiosity and tenseness out::

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
@XO: They seem to be alive, Commander.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
<Duty TO> CO:  Sir, the fissure is still pulling things from the other side.  Several debris coming to our position.

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
@XO: They are absorbing energy and matter from what they draw in though the fissure.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
FCO:  Move the ship in order to avoid the debris path, Cas.  ::walks towards OPS::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
*XO*:  Commander, watch out for the debris coming from the fissure.  It is still pulling everything it can from the other side.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
CO: They appear to be some sort of life form Captain, but not as we know it.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@ CSO:  On the order of black holes?  How do we counteract that?  Reduce all power?

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
@XO: The graviton radiation is like part of their digestive process.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
CO: They are feeding off micro particles that are being pulled through the fissure.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
FCO:  And thus generating a huge graviton field.

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
@XO: They can not absorb larger forms of matter, like starships. Just small particles, light waves, etc.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
CO: We're well clear of any debris sir.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@ *CO*:  Yes sir, we see the debris.  Working on a way to stop that pulling action.

CEO_Lt_Kell says:
@CSO: If we could find a way to upset their digestion the might just spit up back into our universe

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
*XO*/FCO:  Now....  if the creatures are feeding from the particles coming from the fissure, they would have a motive to open it.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@ CSO/CEO:  Will the shields deflect the larger debris?  Are the phasers in working condition?

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
*XO*/FCO:  But our readings do not indicate they have opened the fissure, is that correct?

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
@CEO: Like souring their milk? Hmm, that could work.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@*CO*: Yes, but could it be like a whale?  They suck in tons of water just to consume the smallest krill and plankton.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
::begins pacing around the bridge, hands interlaced behind his back::

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
*We are like Jonah....or  ::tries to remember::  Pinocchio?  We were just mindlessly swept in?

CEO_Lt_Kell says:
@XO: I believe the shields will protect us commander, but I would be careful firing phasers inside of this domain.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: DUBLIN'S SENSORS DETECT MORE "BLOBS" AT THE FARTHEST AXIS POINTS OF THE SPHERE.  ONE AT EACH POINT

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
@CEO: First, let's check what kind of energy exactly they are feeding of.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
CO: I think we need to do something to irritate them. Make them want to open the fissure and expel us.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
*XO*/FCO:  And when the fissure is closed?  How do they get their 'meal'?

CEO_Lt_Kell says:
@CSO: Once you have that data I can compare it to what can be generated aboard this vessel

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
@::checking the energy is being drained of the Gnu and the Dublin::

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@CSO/CEO:  Could we jettison something that might seem unpalatable then?  As you suggest, Ensign?

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@*CO*:  Good question, sir...  I don't seem to remember that part.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
FCO:  Good point, Cas.  However, we cannot predict their behavior, they can just come and consume our ships.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
:: checks her sensors again :: CO: There are more blobs within the sphere, just at the axis points. That makes eight of them feeding.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
::remembers of the Gnu's crew... absence::  FCO: Or its crews.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@*CO*:  I tried communicating with these 'blobs'.  They are practically mindless.  Perhaps some huge one celled space organisms.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
CO: I think we are too large for that sir.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
*XO*/FCO:  We have to find a way to make the creatures to reverse polarity and expel us from their home.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@ CSO: Derrick, what if we were to target the blob's interior region on a sensitive point?  Can you detect any inner organs?

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
*XO*:  Like if we're within an organism...

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@*CO*:  Yes, I would think so.  Perhaps if we irritate the organisms they will expel us.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
CO: Maybe a sustained phaser blast directly at a weak spot?

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
::ponders about the options::

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
@XO: Checking now Commander. ::checking for any sensitive point at the organisms::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
*XO*:  What does Mr. Wildstar has to say about firing a phaser blast near them?

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
@XO: There is nothing we can detect now Commander.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@ CSO:  We can't just stay in here.  *CO*:  We can't detect any inner organs.  I think we should try a very short phaser set on minimum power.

CEO_Lt_Kell says:
@XO: Commander I could discharge the current from one of the reactors through the shields, it should make us very unpalatable

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
*XO*/FCO:  Perhaps we should get their attention and see what happens.  Cassie believes we're too big for them to consume.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@CEO:  Can we navigate close to one of the blobs?  And perhaps do something to shock it?

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@*CO*:  I agree.  They are only consuming the smallest particles.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: SENSORS SHOW THAT THE BOUNDRIES OF THE SPHERE IS NOT BLACK SPACE BUT INTENSE, EXTREMELY UNSTABLE ENERGIES, FILLING THE VOID WITH BRILLIANT COLORS OF BLUE, GREEN AND INDIGO.  THE SPHERE BLOCKS THOSE ENGERIES FROM COMING THROUGH.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
*XO*:  Very well.  We'll give it a try.  Stand by to retrieve any readings from them.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@CSO:  Is there anything small that we could jettison?

CEO_Lt_Kell says:
@:: thinks to himself 'poor woman always just a little behind ':: XO: That is what I was suggesting my dear Commander :: smiles smarmily ::

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
@XO: A probe.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@*CO*:  Yes sir.  ::takes a seat::  Be ready, the Dublin is going to 'tickle' one of the creatures.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
Duty TO:  Target near the group ahead of us and fire a phaser blast, minimum power.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
<Duty TO>  ::taps some buttons::  CO:  Aye, sir... firing now.  ::fires::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
CO: They don't appear to be draining anything from the two ships, so why not just try a low setting burst.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@CSO:  Do it!  Try types One through four and see what readings come back.

Delon says:
ACTION: AS THE PHASER ENERGY STRIKES THE BLOB CREATURE IT STEADILY GROWS IN SIZE AND BEGINS TO GLOW RED.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@CSO:  Perhaps if they ingest it, we can get readings of their interior biology.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
:: sees the blob glow :::Self: Oops!

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
*XO*/FCO:  Readings?

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
@XO: Launching probes.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
CO: It's increased in size. It must have absorbed the blast.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@::looks at the affected blob and shakes her head::  *CO*:  I think it liked the phaser.

Delon says:
ACTION: THE ENERGY IS THEN SHARED WITH THE CONNECTING BLOB AND BOTH STABILIZE INTO A PERFECT EQUILIBRIUM OF PHASED ENERGY. THE ONLY EFFECT IS LARGER, BLOWING BLOBS AND A STONGER GRAVITON PULL.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
::sighs::  *XO*/FCO:  Those are not good news.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@ CSO/CEO:  What about using antimatter since it seems these things enjoy matter?

CEO_Lt_Kell says:
@XO: Considering how the creature grew from energy on from weapons fire perhaps giving it one of the most powerful substances in our universe is unwise

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@*CO*:  We need to cut off their food supply.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
*XO*:  I agree.

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
@XO/CEO: Well, my idea is to generate something that "tastes" like matter, but is phased a little bit, so they think it is ok, but in fact it will not taste good.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
*XO*/FCO:  What if we use the ships tractor beams, pushing the creatures?  How would they react to our graviton particles?

CEO_Lt_Kell says:
@XO/CSO: Might I suggest trilithium resin.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
CO: The emissions have been interfering with the transporters.

Delon says:
ACTION: AN UNAUTHORIZED COMPUTER ACCESS ENTRY IS DETECTED ON THE FCO’S CONSOLE.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
::looks at the FCO::  FCO:  You have told me that before, didn't you?

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
@CEO: I was just waiting for your answer.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@CEO:  That sounds most unpalatable.  CSO/CEO:  Please arrange for bite sized pieces.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
*CO*:  Go ahead and try your idea.  We're sending you ours.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
*XO*:  Ignore that.  The tractor beam is still offline.

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
@CEO: We can modify a probe and launch it with the "souring" compound.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@*CO*:  Yes sir.  Was it damaged?

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
CO: Yes sir...... ::looks down :: I have an unauthorized access entry showing on my panel. Can't determine origin.

CEO_Lt_Kell says:
@:: Makes some adjustments:: XO: I can begin venting through the engines on your command

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
*XO*:  Negative, the graviton emissions are still interfering with its systems.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
FCO:  What?  ::frowns deeply::  FCO:  Can you intercept and block access?

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
@CSO:  No, send the probes out with an energy boost.  Then send out our 'treats'.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
CO: The memory core is being downloaded. Trying to trace it now.

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
@XO: Good idea.

CSO_Ens_Derick_Wildstar says:
@::boosting some probes to be sent::

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
::leans over the FCO's console and watches as she works::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
CO: Mackie, the only trace I have is coming from the center of the sphere.

CO_Capt_MacLeod says:
*XO*:  Report.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: SENSORS REPORT A STATIONARY, ROTATING PLANET IN THE EXACT CENTER OF THE SPHERE; SPINNING LIKE A GLOBE IN THE OLD EARTH CLASSROOMS.

Host Tim says:
<<<Pause Mission>>>
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